Motivators
A frequently mentioned topic that most struggle with is
how to motivate people. We know that motivation is an
intrinsic quality and that some individuals have loads of
internal motivation and others, well … they simply don’t.
The question becomes, “How do I motivate my
employees?” And while we can’t teach you how to give
motivation, we can teach you how to create an
environment in which people will feel motivated.
The interesting thing about motivating factors is that they frequently will change for people. For
example, money. There are some people who are highly motivated by money at this particular station
in life. And while no one that I know would refuse money, there may be other things that are of greater
motivational value for others. Challenge, cooperation, freedom, or respect come to mind. Even though
you may not know the specific motivators, we know from a behavioral perspective that there are a set
of items that will always be de-motivators for employees. Based on the PDP results for a person, there
are specific de-motivators attributed to each behavioral preference. Let’s review:
High Dominance: Too many external controls. Incompetence or trivial interferences.
High Extroversion: Not feeling appreciated or liked. Being left out. Distrust.
High Patience: Unjustified or erratic pressure. Confrontation.
High Conformity: Criticism, especially when it is unjustified. Lack of organization.
If you’re uncertain of a person’s PDP, this is an opportunity to look at the list above and determine any
gaps in your leadership. When you exhibit one of the items in the list above, do you notice a change in
behavior, body language, tone, etc., with your employees? As we’ve discussed in the past, we have a
high patience work environment and while employees may appear to be “ok” in the face of all the
pressure right now, it’s worth a conversation to make sure they’re truly “ok.”
Lastly, if you have an opportunity, you can conduct a stay interview and ask individual employees what
is motivating to them. Just remember, though, high patience people need time to think and process.
Therefore, ask people to be thinking about what motivates them. Then circle back and ensure that
you’re doing your best to provide the appropriate motivators for their environment where they will feel
motivation, be inspired, and continue to be engaged. For more insight into the motivators and PDP,
please review your individual report. If you need a copy or would like to do another assessment, please
contact me.
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